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by Paola Bertelli - pictures by 3Dsign

Classic and contemporary lines blend on a superyacht 

that highlights Italian style. The refined, skilfully-

balanced interior design by Tommaso Spadolini has 

created a combination of striking spaces

[ COVER STORY ]
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ccording to Giorgio Armani, “elegance isn’t about 

being noticed, but being remembered”  and the 

Codecasa 43 Vintage is one of those yachts that 

will still be turning heads 20 years from now, 

as its clean, classic lines will not fall out of fashion. The result 

of a collaboration between the Codecasa yard and Tommaso 

Spadolini, who handled the interiors, it’s a yacht that gives a 

modern twist to maritime tradition, with an appealing blend of 

form and culture inside and out.  

The sleek, low-slung blue hull, straight bow and compact 

white superstructure recall the graceful lines of a period yacht, 

reflecting its status as a member of the yard’s Vintage family. The 

interiors, with their fine woods like the oak flooring and darker 

teak finishes, the colourful orange leather in the guest cabins 

and the more sober decor in the owner’s cabin come together to 

create a classic yet contemporary yacht.

The main and upper deck spaces are full of light, as the 

rectangular windows fulfil their role perfectly. Bright shades 

dominate in the main saloon, and the veined oak flooring is 

varnished with a finish chosen for its pleasant feel underfoot. 

The modern-looking sofas with Hermes fabric upholstery are 

complemented by the satin gold details of the lamps, wall lights 

and retro chairs of the dining table. The custom coffee tables and 

darker dining table create a skilfully-judged contrast in a space 

designed to form the heart of the yacht, the most “lived-in” area.  

The upper deck saloon is more intimate and family-oriented, 

with tobacco-coloured L-shaped sofas by Pierre Frey and Frau 

chairs upholstered with Jim Thompson fabric and leather, 

creating a pleasing geometry.  

The real strength of the Codecasa 43 Vintage is the full-beam 

owner’s suite on the forward main deck, with a private study 

and dual facilities. The furniture is made to design, as it is in the 

four lower deck guest cabins. All the cabins boast distinctive, 

ultrasoft diamond-quilted bedheads in Nuvola leather. 

The uniform look created by the oak flooring in all the interiors 

is broken in the lobbies on the three decks where Palissandro, 

Saint Laurent and Emperador marble provide a modern touch, 

and most of all prevent the overall decorative concept from 

Comfort and seaworthiness 

combine in this lady of the seas 

with asteel hull and an aluminium 

superstructure. Guests can enjoy 

the privacy provided by the 

living area on the Portuguese 

deck in front of the helm station. 

Opening, the main deck saloon: 

open, bright, with neutral colours, 

elegant and not too formal
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falling into sameness.  Marble is also used in 

the bathrooms - Calacatta with Emperador 

inlays in the guest areas, and Calacatta Vagli 

for the owner.  

There is a smooth transition between interiors 

and exteriors, opening onto generous open-air 

spaces. The Jacuzzi on the forward sun deck, 

surrounded by huge sunpads, is the most 

striking visual element, while the day area on 

the Portuguese deck forward of the helm is 

extremely private and comfortable. The hand-

woven blue and white furnishings by Dolce 

Far Niente in the main deck conversation area 

emphasise once again the desire to keep the 

maritime tradition alive on board.    

www.codecasayachts.com
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White and blue dominate the exteriors in true maritime tradition. 

The outdoor main deck conversation area, linked to the saloon by a 

double sliding glass door, displays an almost geometric orderliness
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The interiors are sober 

and refined. Clockwise, 

from top, the owner’s 

suite and private study 

with large windows, the 

staircase space with 

PenelopeOggi leather 

and the main deck 

dining area. A modern, 

colourful touch is 

provided by a selection 

of objects - the Marioni 

dining chairs, leather 

armchairs and the 

paintings created 

especially 

by Antonio Dinelli
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The Codecasa 43 F76 in the Vintage Series does not seek 

to dazzle with bizarre design effects – it’s designed 

according to maritime traditions and the good practice 

we’ve instilled in it. All the Vintage Series yachts have 

strikingly elegant external lines, architectural elements and 

a robust straight bow, all elements that recall the past. The 

hull, superstructure and bridge of the Codecasa 43 offer a 

classic yacht ideal, but they also fulfil owners’ requirements 

by being comfortable and reliable. The deck layouts are 

designed to create extremely generous, functional spaces 

for the crew. We’ve placed great emphasis on the exterior 

areas, approaching them from the point of view of the people 

who will use them on board the yacht – we’ve designed the 

conversation area spaces so they can host striking furniture 

and create an extremely comfortable environment. For 

example, although we’ve increased the structural areas on the 

sun deck we’ve also made use of them as a sunbathing area, 

creating a play with the upholstery colours. 

We’ve lavished attention on refining the keel lines to create 

the least possible wave resistance, optimum flow to the props 

and minimum stern drag. That’s the reason for the straight 

bow, which extends the waterline shape and cuts drag. 

The hull is steel, while the superstructure is in aluminium. 

As a general rule in yacht construction, you have to find the 

Project Manager Codecasa

Antonio Giorgetti

The hydromassage pool is 

set forward of the sun deck, 

surrounded by large sunpads 

and sofas. The nocturnal 

lighting, well-judged and not 

too overwhelming, renders 

this relaxation deck even more 

scenic. The outdoor dining area 

is on the upper deck. The oval 

table can extend to host 

up to 12. It is in teak, 

like the director chairs

correct compromise between technical and aesthetic requirements. 

As soon as you step on board, the first thing to capture your 

attention is the furnishings, so they are crucial, but what’s behind all 

that is also fundamentally important – in other words, the electrical, 

hydraulic and air-conditioning systems. They must all work perfectly 

and conform to determined standards to provide maximum comfort 

for the owner and guests.  
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Interior Designer

Tommaso Spadolini 

I’ve always liked the clean lines and classic look of Fulvio Codecasa’s yachts, and these characteristics 

can also be seen on the 43 Vintage. The initial brief I was given was to design a craft that was classic yet 

modern, a yacht that could appeal to a number of people as an “on spec” build. The final result is a three-

person creation by me, Ms Codecasa and the yard’s technical office.  

The basic features of the yacht are  light colours with wood and leather surfaces, three extremely classic 

elements designed to give the yacht an enduring appeal, while the modern touch is provided by the 

contrasts of dark and light. 

The ultra-traditional layout reflects the yard’s way of thinking. This is the fourth in the Vintage line (after 

the two 42-metre and the 50-metre builds) and in comparison to the 42-metre yachts it features larger main 

deck and second deck windows that flood the owner’s suite and saloons with a pleasant, balanced light. For 

the lower deck cabins we’ve tried to compensate for the diminished natural light with suffused, uniform 

lighting – we’ve highlighted the niches covered in orange leather by lighting them up with indirect sources.  

We didn’t want to use any special effects, we’ve just hidden a few units in the ceilings and lit the right spots. 

My favourite areas on board are the upper deck saloon with its warmth and balanced contrasts, and the 

curved staircase in worked leather with recessed handrail. I think that Italian expertise, Italian artisanal 

culture and the skills of the architect are all embodied by this staircase.  

A preliminary sketch 

of the upper deck 

skylounge, and the 

area in reality. The 

result is a bright, 

warm space whose 

furnishings embody a 

refined symmetricality 

emphasised by the 

ceiling with frames 

concealing spots and 

LED strips. Page to side, 

the main deck hall with 

inlaid Palissandro, 

Saint Laurent and 

Emperador marble
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The Shipyard

Fulvia Codecasa, CEO

The Vintage Series was begun in 2011 on the initiative of 

my father, Fulvio Codecasa, who sought to take a step 

back to the beauty of the past, placing it in a modern context 

with advanced technology. The result is this line of yachts 

where past and present exist side-by-side and Italian style 

takes centre stage, fulfilling the requirements expressed by 

many owners, people who like beautiful, traditional objects. 

This 43-metre craft was built “on spec”, without an end 

buyer. However, owners who buy a product like this do so 

because they know they will be acquiring the best in terms 

of reliability, safety, on-board comfort and environmental 

awareness. It is, in fact, a development of the 42-metre yachts 

in the same series, the M/Y Magari, delivered in 2011, and 

the M/Y Libra, delivered in 2013. All three yachts feature 

generous interior volumes, but their gross tonnage still 

remains below 500 tonnes. The extra length of the 43-metre 

design compared to its 42-metre sibling creates room for a 

layout that includes a full-beam owner’s suite, private study, 

skipper’s cabin on the bridge deck adjoining the command 

station and a hydromassage pool on the sun deck. 

As the project is based on the Codecasa 42 platform, it’s 

been possible to complete the build in only 24 months. At 

the moment we’re fitting out a sister yacht on spec, and 

expect to finish it in July 2017. We’re also building a 50 and 

a 65-metre yacht.  


